
Title Description Segment Price Device

Calculator HD for iPad

Four calculators in one!

Four different types of calculator in one easy to use package.
Switch between them rapidly according to your needs: Use Basic 
Calculator for simple and fast calculations, then switch to Tape 
Calculator for keeping track of your accounting on the go. You can mail 
the tape and never lose track of your entries! Scientific Calculator has 
over 28 functions including percentage, root, and power calculations. 
And the attractively designed Note Calculator provides a “sheet of 
paper” for hand-drawn notes and sketches.

Memory functions, and autosave when you quit the app. 

Fast, intuitive, for all those everyday situations where you need to 
calculate.

Universal Paid iPad

GCSE Additional Science Bitesize Last-minute 
Learner Secondary Paid iPhone

GCSE Science Bitesize Last-minute Learner Secondary Paid iPhone

iLab: Timer HD Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPad

LabTimer

A count-up and count-down multi-timer with alarm!
Designed for research laboratory use, but also convenient for cooking, 
medication timing, working out and child timeouts! Emulates standard 
lab timers providing quick access to count-down timers and repeat runs. 
Four timers, large display and buttons, customizable. 

Secondary/ 
HiEd Free iPhone/ 

iPad

Multi Measures HD - The all-in-1 measuring 
toolkit

Made to measure! 
Transform your iPad into a multi-functional measuring device - 
stopwatch, timer, protractor, seismometer, ruler, surface level and spirit 
level. Using only your iPad, you can precisely know the lengths of 
objects all around you, as well as the slopes of surfaces, vibrations, and 
angles. Accurate, with an intuitive interface. 

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPad



Papers

Your research literature database - in your pocket!
Store hundreds of articles, browse, organize, annotate. But also keep 
your library up-to-date - the app comes with 8 search engines built in: 
ACM, NASA-ADS, arXiv, Google Scholar, IEEE Xplore, JSTOR, Pubmed, 
and Web of Science! Search the world's largest repositories, visit the 
publisher's websites, download new PDFs!

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone/ 

iPad

play2learn Multilingual Clock HD Primary Free iPad

Promega Secondary/ 
HiEd Free iPhone/ 

iPad

rAPPidRevise GCSE Science 1

Fun science revision.
Informative game-style revision application, covering a wide range of 
science topics around GCSE Science 1. Timed quizzes, performance 
tracking, competition rankings and critical feedback. Useful for 
detecting weak spots and focusing revision planning. Simple clear 
explanations of correct answers. Variable response speed settings. A 
stress-light method of assessing your knowledge. 

Secondary Paid iPhone

Science Fact of the Day

Take the time every day to consider a scientific fact.
Facts about space, distant planets, the human body, nature, and 
anything else related to science, appearing one per day on your mobile 
device, to explore further, or share with friends. Gradually touch on new 
areas, follow up interests, discover unexpected questions!

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone

Science Facts (Free!)

Your favorite science facts in the palm of your hand!
Filled with facts about science you can search or browse. Main deck of 
facts you can skim through, and “Faves” deck where you can store your 
favorite startling or unexpected facts! Browse through the scientific 
universe, touching on a range of disciplines and areas. 

Secondary/ 
HiEd Free iPhone



Science Glossary

Quick science answers.
A glossary of scientific terms and short biographies of scientists and 
scientific researchers. 
A thumbnail view of a range of areas, that can provoke further research 
and study, and insights into previously unknown domains. Good for 
browsing and discovering new facts or important figures from the 
history of science. 

Secondary/ 
HiEd Free iPhone/ 

iPad

Xperica HD Primary / 
Secondary Free iPad

3D Sun

A virtual window on the sun and its activity!
Solar activity information through digital reconstruction of satellite 
images freshly downloaded from NASA's "STEREO" satellites, orbiting 
millions of miles away. Rotate the sun to view from any angle. See what's 
happening at any moment on the sun's ever-changing surface, tracking 
solar flares and sunspots, and receiving news updates.

Secondary/ 
HiEd Free iPhone/ 

iPad

Astronomy

Fast facts about the solar system!
A reference source for finding planets, stars, constellations. A 
comprehensive guide to the known aspects of our universe and 
astronomy – anything under the heavens! Also contains detailed 
histories of our human attempts to learn more: satellites, probes, and 
manned missions, as well as future space-directed plans.

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone

Buzz Aldrin Portal to Science and Space 
Exploration

A rich source of top information on manned space flight. 
Live NASA streaming TV, extensive news feeds, podcasts and video, in-
depth analysis of the Apollo program, round-table discussions with key 
figures in the science and space communities - and Buzz Aldrin reacting, 
discussing, analyzing and explaining the content!

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone



Distant Suns 2: Space Travel for the rest of us

Understand the night sky!
A database of over 130,000 stars, along with nebula and galaxies, ease 
of use, and one of the most realistic displays of the night sky make this a 
great app both for the casual skywatcher and serious astronomer. Many 
choices for rendering the stars, red interface for preserving night vision, 
point-and-identify mode reveals a wealth of data for each star, planet, or 
deep sky object. 

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone

Du Big Bang Au Vivant Secondary/ 
HiEd Free iPad

GoSkyWatch Planetarium - the astronomy star 
guide

The magic of exploring the night sky!
Easily and quickly identify and locate stars, planets, constellations and 
more with a touch or by simply pointing to the sky. Look back in time 
with the new birthday star search. Find out how old you were for the star 
light seen. Universal Paid

iPhone/ 
iPad

Mars Globe HD

Tour the mysterious Red Planet!
Interactive 3D graphics and touch navigation. 
A high-resolution map and advanced topographic lighting present Mars 
as it appears from above. Introduction and Guided Tour present some of 
Mars' most intriguing features. Or leave the guided tour and explore 
Mars as you wish - over 1500 surface features have been annotated with 
information and links.

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPad

Moon Atlas

Touch the Moon!
Use pinch and touch gestures to manipulate a 3D globe of the Moon. As 
you zoom in, more labels appear, with information about particular 
features. Displays the phrase and libration of the Moon. Over 1 800 
features are included as well as 26 spacecraft that reached the surface 
of the Moon. 

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid

iPhone/ 
iPad



Moon Globe

A great app for moon watchers!
See how the Moon appears today, and zoom in like a telescope with up 
to 300 power magnification. Switch to globe mode, and spin above the 
surface, taking in the hidden far side. Terrain features and landed 
spacecraft are labelled in an elegant 3D tag cloud that floats just above 
the surface.

Secondary/ 
HiEd Free iPhone

Moon Seeker Universal Paid iPhone

NASA App

Explore with NASA!
The NASA App collects, customizes and delivers an extensive selection 
of dynamically updated information, images and videos from various 
online NASA sources, including NASA mission information, live 
streaming of the NASA public TV channel, launch information and count-
down clocks, sighting opportunities, NASA Twitter feeds, and much 
more!

Secondary/ 
HiEd Free iPhone

Planets

A 3D guide to the solar system for aspiring astronomers.
"2D Sky" shows sun, moon, constellations, planets. "3D Sky" adds 
constellation names, horizon, ecliptic. "Visibility" shows rise/set times, 
moon phase, with planet info and moon names. "Globe" shows 3D view 
of planets and the moon.
A planetarium in the palm of your hand! Universal Free

iPhone/ 
iPad

Pocket Universe: Virtual Sky Astronomy
Universal Paid

iPhone/ 
iPad

Redshift - Astronomy

A planetarium on your mobile device!
Voyage through the galaxy, as far as stars 3 000 light years away. Travel 
in 3-D to the moon and planets in our Solar System, and orbit the 
celestial bodies. Includes all major and dwarf planets, constellations and 
deep space objects.

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid

iPhone/ 
iPad



SkySafari

A celestial travel guide!
Shows the sky from any location on Earth, at any time in the past or 
future. Contains informative descriptions of the planets, stars, and 
constellations; and includes hundreds of images from both NASA and 
leading astro-photographers, with 300,000 stars, and 30,000 deep sky 
objects at your fingertips!

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid

iPhone/ 
iPad

Solar System for iPad

Stunning interactive exploration of the solar system. 
Beautiful 3D images of the incredible diversity of planets, moons, 
asteroids, comets and spacecraft surrounding the Sun, with accurate 
scientific information presented through movies, images, animations 
and diagrams. Delve into our Solar System with this guide which 
showcases the learning and visual potential of the iPad. Universal Paid iPad

Solar Walk - 3D Solar System model - Christmas 
Edition

Stroll through the Solar System!
A 3D solar system you can move through, with smooth and beautiful 
graphics and animations. Play around with the planets, determining the 
speed of circulation, time, choosing a particular planet to become the 
center of the Universe. Move back and forth in time, or tap on a planet 
or moon for more information. Universal Paid

iPhone/ 
iPad

SpaceMap
Secondary/ 

HiEd Paid iPad

Star Rover

Find and identify stars, planets, and deep sky objects!
Trajectories of all sky objects are calculated in real time, so the screen 
exactly represents their position. Easy to use, automatically determining 
your location, and supporting pinch-to-zoom for more detail. Stars and 
sky brightness adjustment to match observation conditions.

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone

Star Walk - 5 Stars Astronomy Guide

Studying astronomy? 
Find stars, planets, constellations and more with Star Walk. For 
homework, students can show their parents, siblings and friends more 
than 9,000 stars, planets, constellations, and other sky objects right from 
their backyard! One of the most amazing, high-quality, dynamic and 
realistic stargazing guides. Universal Paid iPhone



Star Walk for iPad - interactive astronomy guide

Studying astronomy? 
Find stars, planets, constellations and more with Star Walk. For 
homework, students can show their parents, siblings and friends more 
than 9,000 stars, planets, constellations, and other sky objects right from 
their backyard! One of the most amazing, high-quality, dynamic and 
realistic stargazing guides - truly stunning on the iPad.

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPad

Starmap

A powerful sky navigation tool!
A high quality interactive and ergonomic map, with 350 000 visible stars 
(SAO catalog up to magnitude 12), 200 main stars with names, kinds 
and complete descriptions, 150 galaxies, clusters and nebulae, and 
deep sky objects. Tonight’s best selection - an overview at a glance. Universal Paid iPhone

Sun Seeker: 3D Augmented Reality Viewer
Secondary/ 

HiEd Paid
iPhone/ 

iPad

Wolfram Astronomy Course Assistant
Secondary/ 

HiEd Paid
iPhone/ 

iPad
Animals 100 Primary Paid iPad
Biology A Level Examstutor Secondary Paid iPhone
Biology GCSE Revision Secondary Paid iPhone

BirdsUK

An app that lets you find out more about 50 UK garden birds. 
High quality photos offer images of male, female and juvenile. 
Recordings of each bird’s song/call aid identification. Information is also 
provided on habitat, diet, predators and more, with a link to the 
Wikipedia page to find out more! Universal Paid iPhone

Brain Tutor 3D

Explore the brain interactively through rotating 3D models!
Rendered head and brain models created from MRI imaging allow us to 
look “inside” the head using real-time slicing. Information about major 
parcellation schemes of the cerebral cortex, including lobes, gyri, sulci 
and Brodmann areas. For students, medical professional and everyone 
interested in the brain.

Secondary/ 
HiEd Free iPhone



Britannica Kids - Rainforests

Explore the rainforests.
Indigenous animals and plants, peoples of these fascinating regions of 
the natural world.
Through children’s interest in the rainforests and their inhabitants, the 
app leads them to explore what makes a rainforest, the types of 
rainforest and their different layers, and other topics in geography, 
biology and human civilizations. 21 animals are featured; timed quizzes 
and memory games allow children to test and explore their knowledge. 
High-quality images can be manipulated in games of jigsaw puzzles, 
scrambled images, and brushing off layers.
With the map tool, you can locate the rainforests in relation to where 
you are, and zoom in close.

Primary / 
Secondary Paid

iPhone/ 
iPad

Britannica Kids – Snakes
Primary / 

Secondary Paid
iPhone/ 

iPad

Chirp! Bird Songs Europe (original)

122 birds are features, with 40 seconds of song for each.
Tap the name of the bird to hear the song. Birds can be arranged 
alphabetically, or most common first, to assist learning, or by similar 
song. App links to Wikipedia for more information. Test your knowledge 
with a fun quiz!

Primary / 
Secondary Paid iPhone

CMol
Secondary/ 

HiEd Paid
iPhone/ 

iPad

Dictionary of Biology (Oxford)
Secondary/ 

HiEd Paid
iPhone/ 

iPad

Dogs PRO HD - NATURE MOBILE
Primary / 

Secondary Paid
iPhone/ 

iPad
Easy Dissection: Frog (Rana pipiens) Organs and 
Structures

Primary / 
Secondary Paid

iPhone/ 
iPad

EcoBugs Primary Free iPhone
Frog Dissection Secondary Paid iPad



Fungi

Explore the fascinating world of fungi!
Search among nearly 500 mushroom species using a dynamic 
description system based on mushroom characteristics such as 
hymenium type, cap shape, hymenium attachment type, stipe 
characters, spore print color and/or ecological type. Selecting a 
mushroom from the list gives you access to its Wikipedia page. Universal Paid iPhone

Fungi Kingdom Universal Paid iPad
Great Migrations HD: A Global Television Event Universal Free iPad

HD Human Anatomy Digital Study
Secondary/ 

HiEd Paid iPad

iDarwin

Evolution - theory and practice!
A multi-media guide presenting Darwin’s views on the theory of 
evolution and the evolution of domestic animals, related to modern 
molecular biology. Three different difficulty levels ensure 
comprehension for a range of student levels. Specific examples of 
evolutionary theory are presented via the animals in the Bielefeld zoo. Secondary Free iPhone

IdentifyTree

What tree is that? 
Now you can easily identify the most common deciduous trees of 
Central Europe. With the help of different characteristics like leaf shape, 
leaf margin, height, leaf arrangement, flower shape and flower color you 
can easily identify the trees you see! Brief descriptions of the trees, and 
links to more detailed information. 

Primary / 
Secondary Paid

iPhone/ 
iPad

iDinobook: Encyclopedia of Dinosaurs for iPhone
Primary / 

Secondary Paid iPhone
iKnow Cats HD – Cat Breed Guide and Quiz 
Game

Primary / 
Secondary Paid

iPhone/ 
iPad



iLiveMath Oceans

Beautiful real-world math practice.
Over 1 million randomly generated math problems, teaching addition, 
subtraction, fractions and geometry - through stunning images of 30 
different sea creatures. Fun educational videos as a reward after a series 
of correct answers. Collaboration through Twitter, email and blogs. 
Enhancing enjoyment of basic math study for students from 
kindergarten to 6th grade. 

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid

iPhone/ 
iPad

InQuizitor A Level Biology Secondary Paid iPhone
InQuizitor GCSE Biology Secondary Paid iPhone
InQuizitor Standard Grade Biology Secondary Paid iPhone
Landscaper's Companion - Reference Guide for 
Gardeners Universal Paid

iPhone/ 
iPad

Landscaper's Companion for iPad - Reference 
Guide for Gardeners Universal Paid iPad

Language Central for Science Life Science Edition
Primary / 

Secondary Free iPhone
Leafsnap For iPad Universal Free iPad

Mitosis

How do cells divide to grow new hair, repair your skin, or strengthen 
your bones?
A really detailed app on the process of mitosis. Usher cells through the 
process with your fingers, learning about each phase. See images of 
actual cells dividing, and the structures you have studied. Includes 
quizzes and links to additional resources. 

Secondary/ 
HiEd Free iPhone

MyNature Animal Tracks
Primary / 

Secondary Paid iPhone
Nature Lexicon: Pilzführer Universal Paid iPhone

OnScreen DNA Model
Secondary/ 

HiEd Paid iPad

Project Noah
Primary / 

Secondary Free iPhone

Rat Dissection
Primary / 

Secondary Paid iPad



Schmetterlinge

Identify 50 common butterflies.
A beautiful and instructive app. Alongside detailed illustrations of the 
butterflies, the app presents information on their Latin names, 
description of the appearance of male and female of the species, likely 
months for spotting them, and other details. Universal Free iPhone

SciSpy Universal Free iPhone

Speed Anatomy (Quiz)

Test your knowledge of human anatomy!
How fast can you point to your liver, gall bladder or incisor? Do you 
know the difference between the auricle and the utricle? Learn as you 
play, share scores with your Facebook friends. Almost 300 labeled parts 
from all the main regions of the human body. 

Primary / 
Secondary Paid iPhone

TreeId - The British Tree Identification Guide

Identify trees - and share your favorites!
A beautifully designed tree identification guide. Answering a short 
series of questions generates tree suggestions, with photographs, data, 
and percentage likelihood, enabling swift and accurate identification of 
the specimen. You can share photographs of your favorite trees with 
map reference and comment. Meticulously researched content and high 
quality original photographs. Primary Paid iPhone

Vogelstimmen-Trainer (Nature Lexicon) Universal Paid iPhone

Atomium Pro: Periodic Table

Chemical properties revealed.
A periodic table app offering information on various properties for the 
different chemical elements. More than 60 different properties including 
electronic configuration, physical properties, optical properties, 
electronegativity, crystal structure, atom size, elastic properties, 
hardness, abundance. Also provides a list of 170+ frequently used 
constants divided into the following categories: universal, physico-
chemical, electromagnetic and atomic & nuclear.

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone

Bac J-15 Chimie S Secondary Paid iPhone
Chemistry A Level Examstutor Secondary Paid iPhone



EleMints: Periodic Table

For the science geek in all of us!
Attractive graphics, and structured into five sections. The Periodic Table 
can be shaded b property and zoomed. Plot Graph displays property 
trends. Element listing orders by property of your choice. Articles Library 
contains topics in chemistry, and the Molar Mass Calculator stylishly 
calculates the mass of most substances. 

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone

iAmino - learning amino acids

Detailed information about the 21 proteinogenic amino acids.
Provides information on chemical structures, three letter code, one letter 
code, polarity, acidity, isoelectric point, pK-values, if the amino acid is 
essential, codons, hydropathy index, molar mass. Sorting and grouping, 
images and a clear and simple interface support the learning process.

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone

InQuizitor GCSE Chemistry Secondary Paid iPhone
InQuizitor Standard Grade Chemistry Secondary Paid iPhone

Merck PSE

Well-designed interactive periodic table.
High-school and university students as well as teachers or professors 
can learn more about the chemical elements - from classification to 
element features to their history of discovery. The structured and 
concise arrangement of groups and periods, details for every element, 
intelligent controls, and numerous selection options provide quick 
access to needed information.

Secondary/ 
HiEd Free iPhone

Merck PSE HD
Secondary/ 

HiEd Free
iPhone/ 

iPad

Molecules

Discover the beauty of the molecular universe!
Enables viewing of three-dimensional renderings of molecules. New 
molecules can be downloaded from the RCSB Protein Data Bank, an 
international repository of biological molecules and their 3D structures, 
and other sources.
Students can manipulate molecules using their fingers, rotating, 
zooming and panning, to give the feeling of touching the molecule 
itself. 

Secondary/ 
HiEd Free

iPhone/ 
iPad



Periodic Table and Chemistry Calculator

Chemical masses.
A simple chemistry application that takes a given chemical formula and 
returns the mass of one mole of that chemical. Includes a molarity 
calculator, a stock dilution calculator, a color-coded periodic table and a 
detailed element database ranging from category and average atomic 
mass to shear modulus, bulk modulus, Brinell hardness, Moh hardness 
and Poisson ratio. 

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone

Periodic Table of the Elements

See clearly the different aspects of the Periodic Table. 
Select a chemical attribute and the periodic table is color coded to show 
how different elements vary with regard to this trait. Select atomic 
number, chemical family, electronegativity, radioactivity, melting point, 
boiling point, or state (using slider to change temperature chosen) to 
deepen your understanding of the elements. 

Secondary/ 
HiEd Free iPad

The Chemical Touch

A great way to interact with the periodic table to gain a broader 
understanding of the chemical information it contains. 
Students can explore the properties of the elements, the standard 
amino acids and the nucleobases. Selecting properties other than 
atomic mass visually reveals periodic trends. 
The touch-sensitive periodic table links to a chemical information 
companion, then through to the Wikipedia page for the selected 
element, amino acid or nucleobase.
A tool for building understanding of the deeper connections underlying 
the periodic table. 
Chemical knowledge on the go!

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone



The Elements: A Visual Exploration

Based on the best-selling hard-cover edition of Theodore Gray’s The 
Elements, the app takes off from a visually dazzling experience to lead 
the student into a deepening appreciation of chemistry.
A periodic table is presented with beautifully photographed samples of 
each element. 
As the student selects by tapping, the sample fills the screen, rotates, 
and provides rich detail on that element. As the student explores further, 
a magical presentation of 500 objects for each element can be viewed 
in 3D (with inexpensive 3D glasses), touched and spun, leading them 
into deeper investigation of the properties of each element.
An app which links beauty and imaginative animation with exploring 
science.

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPad

The Elements: for France

Based on the best-selling hard-cover edition of Theodore Gray’s The 
Elements, the app takes off from a visually dazzling experience to lead 
the student into a deepening appreciation of chemistry.
A periodic table is presented with beautifully photographed samples of 
each element. 
As the student selects by tapping, the sample fills the screen, rotates, 
and provides rich detail on that element. As the student explores further, 
a magical presentation of 500 objects for each element can be viewed 
in 3D (with inexpensive 3D glasses), touched and spun, leading them 
into deeper investigation of the properties of each element.
An app which links beauty and imaginative animation with exploring 
science.

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPad



The Elements: for Germany

Based on the best-selling hard-cover edition of Theodore Gray’s The 
Elements, the app takes off from a visually dazzling experience to lead 
the student into a deepening appreciation of chemistry.
A periodic table is presented with beautifully photographed samples of 
each element. 
As the student selects by tapping, the sample fills the screen, rotates, 
and provides rich detail on that element. As the student explores further, 
a magical presentation of 500 objects for each element can be viewed 
in 3D (with inexpensive 3D glasses), touched and spun, leading them 
into deeper investigation of the properties of each element.
An app which links beauty and imaginative animation with exploring 
science.

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPad

50 Greatest Photographs of National Geographic Universal Paid iPad

AllTheCountries Pro

Information on countries of the world, for snap quizzing of friends or just 
browsing!
Covers flag, current rule, area, population, capital, largest cities, 
languages, ethnicity/race, religion, literacy rate, economy government. 
Pro version includes detailed data on geography, government and 
history. 

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone

Beautiful Planet HD:A Photographic Journey 
Around the World Universal Paid

iPhone/ 
iPad



Britannica Kids - Volcanoes

Volcanoes taps into children’s interest in the awesome natural power of 
volcanoes to explore aspects of history, geography, and geology.
The app covers topics like lava and magma, types of volcano, birth of an 
island, eruptions, and even plate tectonics. It features 16 of the world’s 
deadliest volcanoes, and children can use the map tool to discover 
where they are located, and how far they are from the most powerful 
volcanoes.
The child can investigate the eruption of Vesuvius by brushing lava, dust 
and soot from objects in the buried city of Pompeii and trying to guess 
what they are.
Timed quizzes test knowledge, and images are manipulated and 
explored with a range of graphic and memory games.

Primary / 
Secondary Paid

iPhone/ 
iPad

Departement

A wealth of information about the French “departements” 
(administrative areas).
From basic information about the identifying departement codes, areas, 
and symbols, to information about the administrative structure, 
population, history, politics, geography and culture. A must-have app for 
students of French general culture, and invaluable data for 
understanding this system, and its role in French politics. 

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone

Discovery and Exploration Maps Universal Paid iPad
Dublin City Walls Universal Paid iPhone

EarthObserver
Secondary/ 

HiEd Paid
iPhone/ 

iPad
Explorer: The American Museum of Natural 
History Universal Free iPhone

Flags

Check through world flags and see how many you know!
145 country flags in bright full-screen display. Check out a country’s flag, 
show your favorite team’s flag for the World Cup, display your choice of 
flags full-screen at an event, or to quiz your friends on the extent of their 
knowledge! Universal Paid iPhone



Flags Fun - World

A fun way to learn the flags of different countries!
Over 160 flags, and two game modes. Correctly indicate a flag of a 
country that you are asked to identify. Or match the flags of different 
countries and learn what country they belong to in this take on the 
classic pairs matching card game. A good visual memorization workout! Universal Paid iPhone

Folds and Faults Secondary Paid iPhone

Fotopedia Heritage Universal Free
iPhone/ 

iPad

Fotopedia Paris Universal Free
iPhone/ 

iPad
France Puzzle Map Primary Paid iPad
GCSE Geography Bitesize Last-minute Learner Secondary Paid iPhone

GEO Selection (D)

Enjoy the exceptional travel photography of GEO magazine!
Magazine double pages, with pictures and text, bringing fascinating and 
well-researched stories alongside stunning images of the world we live 
in. Customizable text color and size for comfortable reading. Masterfully 
photographed, and intelligently written contemporary geographical 
journalism. Universal Paid iPad

GEO Selection (E)

Enjoy the exceptional travel photography of GEO magazine!
Magazine double pages, with pictures and text, bringing fascinating and 
well-researched stories alongside stunning images of the world we live 
in. Customizable text color and size for comfortable reading. Masterfully 
photographed, and intelligently written contemporary geographical 
journalism. Universal Paid iPad

GEO Selection (ES) Universal Paid iPad
Geo Walk - 3D World Fact Book Universal Paid iPhone

Geo Walk HD - 3D World Fact Book
Primary / 

Secondary Paid iPad
GeoClock Secondary Paid iPhone

GeoFrance
Secondary/ 

HiEd Free
iPhone/ 

iPad



Geography GCSE Revision

The ultimate GCSE Geography revision app!
600 unique multiple-choice questions divided into 15 topic areas, from 
climate change and coastal landscapes to energy and waste and 
tourism. Incorporates all required topics from the major exam boards. 
Random tests, topic tests, and beat-the-clock. Also good for just 
brushing up geographical knowledge for the general user. Secondary Paid iPhone

GeoItalia

Data on Italian regions.
Italian regional identification codes, information on regional sizes, 
population and population density, leads on toward more detailed 
articles on the local geography of Italy. Illustrations, clear presentation 
and simplicity make this both a useful reference tool and an interesting 
perspective for the tourist or visitor. 

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone

Geomaster

Do you know the world as well as you think? 
Students can use GeoMaster alone or competing with friends to 
challenge and improve their knowledge of geography. 
With over 40 levels and focus on countries by continent, world capitals, 
US states and cities and national flags, players at any level can push 
their skills to the limits. Universal Paid iPhone

GeoPedia Great Britain

Explore Great Britain!
Whether virtually, or using the app as a travel guide, enjoy the geo-
located Wiki articles and local points of interest for a location in the UK. 
Browse thousands of pictures, check out places to stay, restaurants, 
organizations, museums, art galleries, buildings, administrative centers 
and other located features. Universal Paid iPhone

GéoQuiz

Test your geopolitical knowledge! 
The world economy, geopolitics, climates, major cities, or populations, 
in 700 questions of varying difficulty. Each question is accompanied by 
an illustrative photograph. Answers are followed by a paragraph giving 
more information. Different game modes available, and a multi-player 
mode for challenging your friends!

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone



Georific

A geography game for testing and extending your knowledge!
App asks you questions from different categories whose answers mark a 
certain point on the world map. The closer you get your player's pin to 
that point, the more points you score. Play alone, answering until your 
distance limit of 8000 km is used up - or play with friends!

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone

Google Earth

Fly to far corners of the planet with the swipe of a finger!
Voyage through global satellite and aerial imagery, including high-
resolution imagery for over half of the world's population and a third of 
the world's land mass. Browse the millions of geo-located photos from 
around the world, or view geo-located Wiki articles. Universal Free

iPhone/ 
iPad

Here On Earth Universal Paid iPad

i-InfoTerre Secondary/ 
HiEd Free

iPhone/ 
iPad

iPhiGéNie, maps of France
Secondary/ 

HiEd Free
iPhone/ 

iPad

Kids World Maps
Primary / 

Secondary Free iPad
LIFE Wonders of the World Photography Book Universal Paid iPad
London: DK Eyewitness Universal Paid iPad
Montessori Approach To Geography HD - Europe Universal Paid iPad

National Geographic World Atlas

Probably the world’s best maps!
Utilizes high resolution, “press-ready” images, providing the same rich 
detail, accuracy, and artistic beauty found in National Geographic’s 
award-winning wall maps and bound atlases. 7 different levels of 
National Geographic cartography, expertly researched databases, 
selection of favorite places.
Explore the beauties of cartography, with National Geographic, on your 
mobile device.

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone

Our Choice Universal Paid
iPhone/ 

iPad
pangaea Secondary Paid iPhone
Paris: DK Eyewitness Universal Paid iPad



Rough Guides World Lens

Inspirational travel photographs.
The renowned Rough Guide photographers aim to document the 
richness and pleasure of travel - the essence of a place through people, 
sights and monuments. Updated frequently, these photographs are 
linked to maps, and destination information. Share, use as screensaver, 
or simply browse and travel in the mind Universal Free

iPhone/ 
iPad

Swiss Map Mobile

Visit Switzerland, virtually!
The app brings the Swiss national maps 1:25 000, 1:100 000, 1:500 000 
and 1:1 million to your mobile device. Key functions include seamless 
zooming, change of scale, positioning (GPS) including Moving Map, and 
recording of waypoints and routes. For the armchair or real traveler, a 
pleasure to explore and useful. 

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid

iPhone/ 
iPad

The Guardian Eyewitness

A daily visual reflection of world events.
The world’s most distinctive and provocative photographs, from the 
award-winning Eyewitness series, showcased on the iPad. Rolling access 
to the 100 latest images, custom designed interface to offer compelling 
visual experience, pro tips on photography offering technical insights, 
and sharing via email, Twitter and Facebook. Thought-provoking. Universal Free iPad

Wikihood Plus Universal Paid iPhone
Wikihood Plus for iPad Universal Paid iPad

World Atlas HD

The best maps - in the palm of your hand. 
Designed by the National Geographic Society, the app provides the 
same rich detail, accuracy, and artistic beauty as the National 
Geographic wall maps and bound atlases. Bookmarking, current 
position (on GPS-enabled 3G iPads), built-in index of major world cities 
and full online search of nearly 7 million places.

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPad

World Countries ALL-IN-ONE Free. 7 Educational 
Apps

Learn more about the world!
7 geography apps in one, including World Factbook featuring 260 
countries, world maps, country maps for the 260 countries, continents, 
quiz games focusing on capitals, flags and maps, and country flash 
cards. A wealth of geography facts for fun, browsing and extending your 
knowledge. 

Secondary/ 
HiEd Free iPhone



World Countries ALL-IN-ONE. 19 Educational 
Apps

Learn more about the world!
19 geography apps in one, including World Factbook featuring 260 
countries, world photos, world news, world leaders, world maps, 
country maps for the 260 countries, continents, quiz games focusing on 
capitals, flags, maps and trivia, country flash cards, holidays, famous 
places. A wealth of geography facts for fun, browsing and extending 
your knowledge. 

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone

Building Parallel Circuits Secondary Free iPad
Building Serial Circuits Secondary Free iPad

eAppSuite

Electrical engineering tool suite. 
Quickly calculate electrical circuits, create own resistor networks, or 
display formulas according to the circuit, with this useful bundle of 
calculators. Enhances understanding of the basics of electronics. 
Convenient interface and circuit diagrams. 

Secondary/ 
HiEd Free iPhone

Enigmo

Explore physics with this astonishing puzzle!
A 3D puzzle game where you direct animated streams of flowing liquid 
so that the droplets get to their destination! Water, Oil, and Lava fall 
from Droppers and bounce around the walls of the puzzle. Move and 
rotate various types of bumpers, sliders, accelerators, and sponges to 
divert the flow! Universal Paid iPhone

Finger Physics: Finger Fun

Mind-challenging finger-driven puzzles!
23 stages with 207 levels!
7 game modes. Exploding blocks, magnetized circles, shapes that float 
and shapes that don’t, open feint integration, global leader board for 
free play levels, and included doodle game. Universal Paid iPhone

Geared

Beautifully designed game, with a distinctive hand-drawn style. 
The first and only gear-based game with absolutely no snap-grid. 
Delivers complete and total freedom to the player, bestowing every 
puzzle with a near infinite array of choices. 
Pit your intellect against 150 uniquely designed levels!
A truly challenging puzzle. Universal Paid iPhone

InQuizitor GCSE Physics Secondary Paid iPhone



InQuizitor Standard Grade Physics Secondary Paid iPhone

iRefLight

A quick useful reference tool on the electromagnetic spectrum.
Radio waves, microwaves, terahertz radiation, infrared radiation, visible 
light, ultraviolet radiation, X-rays and gamma rays. Details on visibility, 
heating power, full range, and other information. With an amusing 
discussion of the speed of light. 

Secondary/ 
HiEd Free iPhone

Isaac Newton's Gravity HD

Work with gravity!
Arrange your objects to hit the trigger and win, in this physics puzzle 
game. Isaac Newton himself is there to provide you with hints! 
Download additional levels or create fantastic new levels to challenge 
your friends. Over 700 community levels available. Do you understand 
gravity well enough to win? Universal Free iPad

Phy - physics formulas and calculator Secondary Paid
iPhone/ 

iPad

PhyLer - Physik Formeln Lernen Secondary Paid
iPhone/ 

iPad
Physics A Level Examstutor Secondary Paid iPhone

Ragdoll Blaster - A Physics Puzzler

Cunningly designed physics game.
Touch the screen to aim and fire your ragdoll at increasingly more 
difficult targets. The object is to complete the levels using as few 
ragdolls as possible. Involves springs, pistons, wheels, buttons, motors 
and other complex moving objects designed to enhance the game and 
prevent you from hitting targets. Universal Paid iPhone

Seismometer

Detect the forces around you!
Uses the built-in accelerometer to measure movements in two axes, 
calculate the resulting energy and draw the results on a rolling 
logarithmic scale. Measure everything that vibrates, shakes or moves. Or 
why not an actual earthquake? Compelling to watch. 
Record, export recordings, and stream accelerometer data over the 
network. 

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone



Touch Physics

Take on the laws of physics!
Draw shapes with a crayon that come to life on your mobile device. 
These shapes interact with the wheel, causing it to move according to 
physical laws. When it reaches the star, the level is complete. Not as 
simple as it sounds! Can you complete all 50 levels? A good mind-
teaser. Universal Paid iPhone

Touch Physics Lite

Take on the laws of physics!
Draw shapes with a crayon that come to life on your mobile device. 
These shapes interact with the wheel, causing it to move according to 
physical laws. When it reaches the star, the level is complete. Not as 
simple as it sounds! Lite version has 6 of the 50 levels. Universal Free iPhone

Wind Tunnel
Secondary/ 

HiEd Paid
iPhone/ 

iPad

WolframAlpha Universal Paid
iPhone/ 

iPad
The Elements: for UK & Ireland Universal Paid iPad

Science360 for iPad
Secondary/ 

HiEd Free iPad

Cell Imaging HD
Secondary/ 

HiEd Free iPad

3D Cell Simulation and Stain Tool
Secondary/ 

HiEd Free iPad
Easy Converter Lite Universal Free iPad
Gems and Jewels Universal Paid iPad
Emerald Observatory for iPad Universal Paid iPad

Du Big Bang Au Vivant
Secondary/ 

HiEd Free iPad

Wolfram General Chemistry Course Assistant Secondary Paid
iPhone/ 

iPad

Chem Lab Universal Paid
iPhone/ 

iPad



Element Categorization in Chemistry by 
MemoryLifter™ Secondary/ 

HiEd Paid
iPhone/ 

iPad

Electron shells and the Periodic Table
Secondary/ 

HiEd Paid iPad

Chemistry - Oxford Dictionary
Secondary/ 

HiEd Paid
iPhone/ 

iPad
H2O- An Adventure that Teaches Kids Chemistry Primary Paid iPad

The Elementals
Primary / 

Secondary Free
iPhone/ 

iPad

Thomas Edison: "Little Al, the inventor" - LITE Primary Free
iPhone/ 

iPad
Chemist Universal Paid iPad
Inside the Atom Universal Paid iPad
EXPERIMENTER Universal Free iPhone

Visual Chemistry for French
Secondary/ 

HiEd Paid iPhone

Mobile Molecular DataSheet
Secondary/ 

HiEd Paid
iPhone/ 

iPad
OutDoors Great Britain Universal Paid iPhone
Dinosaurs (DINE-UH-SOARS) Universal Paid iPad
iDinobook: Encyclopedia of Dinosaurs for iPad Universal Paid iPad
Dinosaur Zoo Universal Paid iPad
Got !t - Afrika Universal Free iPad

Intellective: Physics
Secondary/ 

HiEd Free iPad


